Instruction guide for DV 10 DVD Projector

To play a DVD:
(1) Plug in projector and wait for flashing blue “ready” light.
(2) Press flashing blue power button and wait 30 seconds for “standby” screen.
(3) Open DVD cover on top and insert DVD; DVD will automatically root to main menu.
(4) Use controls on top left of projector, or remote control.
(5) To shut down, press solid blue light twice, then allow fans 1 minute to cool down (you will hear the fan stop running).
(6) Eject DVD, unplug projector, and return to carry case

To Play a VHS:
(1) Plug in projector and wait for flashing blue “ready” light.
(2) Press flashing blue power button and wait 30 seconds for “standby” screen.
(3) Connect yellow/red/white cable from video/audio “out” of VCR to video/audio “in” on back of projector.
(4) Plug in and turn on VHS. Play tape
(5) Press “</source” button and allow projector to scroll through the inputs and “find” the composite signal.
(6) To shut down, press solid blue light twice, then allow fans 1 minute to cool down (you will hear the fan stop running).
(7) Eject VHS tape, disconnect VCR, unplug projector, and return to carry case.